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Five Sonnets

1.
Into the presence of diminished loveliness
All once, this passing, and the last of sense
Resignedly, before they come to less,
Enter on the mind of reverence;
And now Jack's tree, this midnight, and the abiding hill
Wrapped with the influence of haze
Among the dim-discovered fallows
Drive gathering on to darkness, and the world
Crowds with torches round the holy hill,
But until they fire the body's symbol shall
Flame, in a plumed fountain, break across the face,
And on this midnight, like an opened flower, the tree
Rise in a sun of silence.

2.
Through eve and evenfall, the fury-striding air,
And all the dying episodes of light,
The leaves rushing in their autumnal fever
Flee into the corners of the year,
The last sea of sense breaks on the eyes,
The branches bloom with blood, and what will be
The body's symbol when the body goes?
Soft descent upon descent, now the tree
Pitches into darkness on the sweeps of snow,
The crowd is near, I hesitate, for from the angled sky
Among the spinning ashes as they blow
No twelve cherubs trumpet-cheeked might say
That from the transient death should spring
The snowy token of immortality.
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3.
Not this cruel absence, nor the warring mind
That too soon wears the wanting world to naught
Shall force me in its faith to ever find
The comfort of an easy creed, self-sought;
The mind, to take some gentler consequence,
Makes entreaty of the phantom glory
Of the sense, and passing solace finds
For cares abiding, and the mortal core.
But I who nightly some unsought direction take
Along this plain of folded morning-flowers
Breathe in hestitation in the wake
Of the sliding stars across the hours:
Where is the hill whereof the sign is wrought,
When landfall dips beyond the last of naught?

4.
Whence comes this mystery, mutters the sleeper
Into the dreams this side of sleep;
What shall the word be, whispers the keeper
Of the veins that cloister round the heart;
And Jack's keeper, Jack the sleeper,
Riding in dreams shall brood upon the tree
A bitter paradox of youth and age.
Crying in the crowded dead of winter
I, I too, the wife, the keeper, and the sage
Bear torches to Jack's high tree whose sparks
Like thirsty dogs would lick the stars,
But backwards breathless did I step
From the diminished loveliness
And find its presence for no less -

5.
For hold, a phoenix from the highest circle comes
To rest upon the upper branches in the flames!
And he shall die, the burners cry,
Though in his beak he bears no names:
No name of mine, nor the inglorious disdain
That has possessed the seer, and the blessed, and the sage,
On the unseen hill above the plain
In this dark corner of an age.
Crowned in a dome of fire, the fowl remains,
Nor shrieks he to the night's invidious star,
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Nor talon aways against the burning rains,
But still uplifted in the uplifted pyre
Robed in the ashes of his fall
Stands forth the figure immemorial.

6.
Taken with the hooded force that takes this breath,
These, clever with a sensual intensity,
And all the Jacks of once, or to-be rhyme,
I, who kept a watch divided,
And all the dead imaginings of time,
Will be this bird of unasked gentleness,
The myrrh of eyes above the country face,
When time's breath halts hushed across this mortal glass
And lingers, as in the white print of dreams, on death,
And all things beautiful no more come to pass
Running in the ringing light of streams.
And I would break this body, full of sense,
This insect of the blood and breath,
Lest seeming strive with being, and the being seem,
And the hand too much pretender, and the touch
The tortured, formless echo of a dream :
And I would blow this cunning loveliness to straw
Than sigh, the puppet of a passionate disdain;
For not until will rise the dream
Soiled in the dreaming of it, and the hand
Too high to on its fellow fall, will
The snowbound breath of spirit find release,
For after this scatter of deaf ashes to the wind's ear
From the fiery tempest fit to snuff the sun,
After the tired peace of only warring done
Shall come the peace that is not of freedom
But of fire - and now I rush with flame
And, blinding, bless the falcon with the hood,
And sift the ashes of the blood to learn
The lessons of the heart.
Spelled of fire
As of the veil of Paradise
The haze across the hunted eyes is drawn,
And now the eyes, the ashes, and this country face
Rise in a turning choir, and in the loveliness diminished and gone
Aspires the presence on and on.

Peter HoUenbeck
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Whiskey In 'fhe Jar

He had to get away from the noise and singing to see her, for already
the apple-jack was beginning to sour in his stomach; involuntarily he put
his hand on the fat of his stomach and pressed inward to stop the pain
of the acid. But in his mouth the apple-jack no longer tasted sour as it
flowed onto his numbed tongue; or was it bitter that the first cup always
tasted? Apple-jack, undecided cider on the verge of vinegar; no longer
sour or bitter or whatever but warm and numbing. Both hands on the
cup, thin trickles of the stuff running down from each comer of his
mouth, the stray wet strands of moustache clinging to his upper lip ...
"Whack! fol de daddy-o,
Whack! fol de daddy-o ..."
The metallic smell of the mug., his nose inside the mug, the corrosive
hard cider mixing with the metal.
"Sing, Jakel Sing, for God's sake!"
"Umph." Enough people singing, like a damnable drunken prayer
meeting- ha, the Reverend Trow drunk: that will be the day the sky
turns red and cracks apart, by Jesus - a tinge of fire down the throat, just
my mouth number, and the end of my nose. Can always tell when I'm
getting drunk because if I touch the end of my nose with my finger I
can't feel it. I can't see her smelling like a cider jug. "Halloa, Jack Drew!
You, jack, more of the cider!"
Pushing the mug forward, feeling the handle slip from his hand, thea
shoved back again, closing his fingers on it, the mug heavier, sloshin&
more unwieldy as a singer steps back and knocks his arm ...
"Whack! fol de daddy-o
There's whiskey in the jar!"
·
and the wet stream of spilled, Juke-warm liquid running over his hand
and wetting his cuff, with another blob of the stuff falling intact to tbe
Hoor splot. The· old voices stopped singing,' an:d the song ended in a see
of coughs and wheezes. Vaguely he smiled the smell of old bodies and
their sweat, and the wet wool of his uniform coat, soggy from sweat and
1
spilled cider.
·
·
"Draw another for me, J ackl" an old voice.
Jack Drew draws cider, jack, jack, apple-jack, splot.
"Uph. Thanks, Jack."
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"It's a long one," said Jack Drew, ''but good. A good song. You
wasn't singing, Jake. Frog in your throat?"
"No reason for hot air coming up when jack can be going down."
Laughter.
One eye squinting, the other shut, "More jack."
Drew, weaving a little, poked at him with his cane. ''You drink
much more and we'll have to go out and pick more apples, Jake."
"I remember in 1812, down in Virginia, boys, when the regiment
pulled up to - what was the name - some plantation - and we commenced to pick all the apples from this fellow's tree." Old Aaron Belle,
old and lean with browned leathery skin, and dark old eyes almost hidden beneath the folds of flesh and skin stretched shapeless.
"Not again, Aaron!"
'We've heard it before."
"Or, come to think about it," continuing, deaf as a post for these
twenty years, "them was cherries we picked, because old Jerimiah TenDing- he's gone now, been gone a good thirty years- near choked himself to death on a cherry-stone, and while he was choking and turning
red as a beet, the fellow comes out with a musket and says he'd rather
see the British come by than be robbed blind by his own country-men."
"Reckon they felt the same this last time, eh, Jake?''
"Yeah, Jake, I hear they didn't cotton much to Uncle Billy Sherman."
"Oh, boys, let me tell you," said old Aaron, "we was a pretty sight,
all drawn up in ranks and going forward with bayonets. 'Let 'em feel
our steel,' says the Major- Major Durham, you may remember the old
gentleman - and off we go toward the redcoats through a by God shower
of bullets and not one- not one, mind you- with a umbrella!"
"Like a goddamned parade, Aaron?" Jake asked, head tilted and
about to roll forward. "It wasn't any parade when I got this,'' pointing
to the bad left eye, with the dead white scar above it. "Except, maybe
there were fireworks, and I walked into them."
"Had an old fellow work for me a while back, Aaron. Said he fought
in 1812. Could have; he was old enough."
'What regiment, did he say?"
"Might have, but I never took no notice if he did. What work that
man could do, though. I never seen such work. He was old enough to
make me a boy again, even now, and I'm considerable older since that
time."
'Well, I always hold that the old ones make better hired hands
than some of these young ones you see. These boys think they're being
paid to stand around all day and watch other folks work. But these old
ones; they know you're paying them for work, and they work. I've been
farming forty years, so I know what it is I say."
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"Don't know that he was in my regiment," said Aaron, "most of
them are dead and gone, you know. Most of them we left on the battlefield, of course, and the rest died in their beds, these many years ago."
For God's sake, Aaron, be quiet. Still the awful red glow through
the haze and the shooting, muskets poking out of parade ranks. "Keep
firing," I said. Keep firing keep, but Elisha, still warm but dead as a
stone and the ground underneath him sopping and red.
"Well," said Jack Drew, "When I hire a man, I always look for one
that £arts."
"Farts?"
"I think you've had a bit too much of your own medicine, Drew."
"No, boys. My grandfather always used to say: 'A farting horse will
never tire, a farting man's the man to hire.'"
They all laughed, he with them, as he reached forward for one last
drink.
"Well, I had me a man, once. Why, he could split wood with one
hand, milk two cows with the other, and feed the chickens with his feet,
all at once. I had to let him go, though.''
"Why's that, Will?"
'Well, every time he cut his meat at a meal, he'd bear down so haJd
he'd cut the plate in two. The last straw was the day he come in for
breakfast, after doing the morning chores - he'd split three cords of
wood, milked the cows, fed the chickens, and mowed three acres -and
sneezed.''
"Why, that ain't no reason to fire a man, Will.''
"Not ordinarily, no. But his sneeze blew out the kitchen wall,
knocked over two hen-houses, and plucked twenty-seven of my best
layers as naked as a baby's arse.''
"Seems, I had a fellow with me one summer. Ugliest fellow I ever
seen, tall and lanky with big pitcher ears and a crop of hair like a haystack. But he had a honey-tongue, and every time I'd try to fire him,
why the missus would up and say I couldn't. Wel~ along about June tbe
next year, the old missus had a baby girl, and I'm damned if that girl
wasn't tall, lanky, with a hay-stack of hair and pitcher e~s. Damned~
she didn't." ·
"How's that widow woman of yours, Jake?"
'Well enough, well enough.'' The last bit from the mug before I go.
"When are you two going to settle down? You been courting a good
ten years, now.''
"In due time. In due time.''
"Why, they ain't going to marry, boys. What's that about an older
woman? Contrary to the younger ones, 'They think it's swell, they dolt
tell, and they don't swell.' Ain't that about it, Jake?"
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'Td like to tell you, boys, but I've got to be getting on." Pushing
back his chair, he heaved himself upright, caught the arm to steady himself, and left not listening to their calls to him to stay.
On the street, the fresh smell of the afternoon, warm and baked by
the sun. A few steps on the wooden side-walk. Stop before the big plateglass window in the dry-goods store. Hair all right, pinch the tips of the
moustache with the fingers, collar straight, a button on the uniform
undone, another gone at the stomach from the strain. Damn, I'm getting
even fatter.
"Hi, Cap."
"Hello, boy." The young ones are starting that, now. 'Cap'n Nutting."
He smoothed the folds of the dress uniform, and walked on, his face
red and flushed from the apple-jack.
Asking for it, though, wearing the old uniform. It's seen a lot of
parades, reviews; 'Guide right, men ... eyes, right ... hayfoot, strawfoot,
hayfoot, strawfoot hayfoot .. .' and her watching the drill before they
left. She was the beauty of the town before she married Pelham that
she was and no mistake, frilly with a parasol and her father watching her
every minute, making sure that the marriage was right. Dead now, the
way he should have been thirty years ago, along with her husband.
The battle dress is up in the attic, I think. I don't know. The moths
must have gotten it by now. All wool. Just as well. It had Elisha's blood
on it.
"As I was going over Gilgarra Mountain,
I met Colonel Pepper and his money he was counting.
I drew forth my pistols and I rattled my sabre
Saying 'Stand and deliver for I am a bold deceiver.'
Musha rigum durum da ...
A fine woman, she was, and is. Fine woman, fine woman. All alone
in that old house her husband built. Damned if his gravestone isn't
nearly as big as his house. He was smart, though. Lumbering. That's
where the money is. Not shopkeeping. Brother and I were wrong about
the whole thing. No richer as shopkeepers than as farmers. The old man,
I remember: long dead. All of us called him 'Major Durham' and he
could remember Washington as though it were yesterday. Died when I
was fifteen. Not more. Fifteen at most, maybe fourteen. Forty years ago.
"Whack! fol de dady-o,
Whack! fol de daddy-a ... .''
Here it is, big as a castle. Old Pelham did well. A real mansion.
"There's whiskey in the jar!"
Frilly and sweet, she was. Big, soft eyes and a little mouth, dainty ankle.
Nose needs . . . ah. Damn, that linen needs washing. Again. Again.
There. Hayfever, perhaps. A little early, but it might. Damn these
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toms of hers. Can't open the gate without sticking a thorn through your
hand. Old Major Durham sat here, sometimes, before the house was
built. Open field then. Part of his land.
He hammered with the knocker; no answer. Again. Then he heard
sobs and cries from inside the house. He pushed the door open and ran in.
"Miz Pelham? Miz Pelham?"
Down on her knees? What in God's name is ...
Her face turned toward him. She was on her knees, her back to
him, looking under the divan. "It's twitter, Mr. Nutting. I let her out
and that wicked cat Mildred frightened her while she was taking her
exercise and now they're both gone, Mr. Nutting."
Never know what to make of it when a woman cries. "There, there,
ma'am, no need to fret. Little Twitter is all right. Any windows openr
"No, I shut them before I let Twitter out, but they're both gone,
little Twitter's cage is empty-"
"I see that, ma'am. That door there's open ..."
"The door to the cellar! Oh, they've gone down into the cellarr
She cried harder.
Parasol will . . . there . . . dark steps . . . running, like the ground,
over the grass running and the yells and screams and explosions ...
where? Falling.
He rolled down the last three stairs, each step biting into his side.
His spectacles slipped from his pocket and shattered in the gloom, and
the parasol snapped open and collapsed.
Where are they ... eat's eyes in the corner ... can't get used to this
damned darkness ... "There you devil!"
::~r. Nutting, .are you all ri~ht? Jake?"
Fme, fine, M1z Pelham ...
It's gone ... feathers here maybe ... soft and wet ... the thing's
eaten it. Blood ..
He went back and came up the stairs
'Tm sorry, ma'am, but the cat got to her. I gave that cat a bit ofa
scare for its trouble, though. I just need to sit down for a bit."
"Oh, Jake, you look sick!"
The chair. Off my feet now. Her hands on my face.
"You don't seem to have any scratches on you. Are you hurt at aiiP
When I heard you fall, and then saw the spectacles and the parasol ..•
well, I didn't know but what you were killed."
"It takes more than a little fall to do me in, rna' am."
"You did give me a fright, though, Mr. Nutting."
"Sorry, ma'am. I guess I'm not as young as I once was. I'm .. :
what was it I was going to say . . . ? Damnation, these things, dark II
the cellar, dark in the woods
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"I'm sorry, Captain Nutting. Your nephew, I understand."
"Yes, sir. A fine boy, he was."
"They were all fine boys. They saved us from losing everything
~A
IUWIY· "
"And how much have we lost?"
"It could be worse. If we can get the main body of troops away
before the rebels notise it . .."
The clink of the shovels in gravel, a last look at the dead face.
"Captain Nutting, there's a staff meeting now. Captain Nutting?"
"Mr. Nutting? Jake? Mr. Nutting?"
''I'm fine, ma'am. Just fine. I just dozed off for a moment. It's a faroH day when such a little thing can do me in."
"Oh yes, Mr. Nutting. You were always marvellously strong. Why,
some of the things you used to do as a boy . . ."
"I did some foolish things to show off, I guess."
"Oh, no, I never thought so. It always seemed a shame that you
never married and had a son, Mr. Nutting. It would bring back old
memories to see a young man the image of you strutting about like a
rooster."
"Some said Elisha had my nose, you know."
"Bu~. it's not the same as a boy looking like the Jake Nutting I used
know.

"I guess not, ma'am." He stood up with difficulty, feeling pains from
fall in his back and legs. "I think I'd best be getting back. It's late,
my sister will be worrying. You know how Susan is always worrying."
"Oh yes, poor dear. It's too bad you have to go, though. Don't you
. . ." She rose to stand beside him.
''I'm afraid not. I'll let myself out." He turned to smile at the door,
closed it behind him. He saw the sudden glare of a light as she
preparing for the evening, turning up the lamps in the windows.
walked on.
The cat. He saw its eyes flash for a moment under the thorn bushes.
How it ever got out. But they can get through the smallest cracks,
smoke, they are. I wonder if old Jack }:las anything left in that keg of
The fall wore a good deal of it off. Perhaps one before I go home.
He smiled, and began to sing the song from that afternoon.
'Whack! fol de daddy-o,
There's whiskey in the jar."

Russell M. Griffin, '65
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Morning
His father, a vet, died on the march,
in front of the reviewing stand,
on Veteran's Day ....
Mirrors might often be tarnished
by the farce of his face
with which he confronts his day.
He stares at the door on which he will knock
twice efficiently to sell his inverted twin,
and lies, "''ve already filled in the blank, sign here."
Thus he siphons the blood of his twin's ordered life.
His sylph-like housewife will convince him to carry on.
He insists, mule-headed, his heel
Stamped hard in the reflecting door,
In spite of his septic father,
vet of many wars,
who failed at contracepting him,
who considered a dog's death that ignoble war.
His face caught in the comer of the glass,
he, like a veterinary who heals holes
of doped dogs, follows in tandem all bored
before him, and wishes with a yawn
into the mirror that he hadn't been born;
He stands open-mouthed like one who has seen
too much this week.
Henry W. Haslach, ]r.
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He, Not Nearly In Dotage
He, not nearly in dotage, after repast
rests in his chair to easily think
by rote where he hurts from sitting;
he fondles his pipe which pacifies
like a club to clout the cloud
of smoke wafting over
his protruding eyes and smacks
at sleep which stubs through his repose.
But then ashen faced his thumb jams the bowl
stuffed to inspire killed sparks to fire,
stokes the clogged bore in reluctant rebirth
to match its cremated seed,
And drops a strand of leaf
into the bowl and stares.
It wriths, a snapped worm,
into the burnt-out clump of ash.
Tawny leaves might bum into fertile ash
and offer a sheaf of futile sacrifices,
But preclouded in his strained womb
he shrinks into his creased chair.
His sight stemmed in the haze by wanton smoke
which moulded and stiffied his throat, and left
a foul taste, the leafs fee, in his gaping mouth,
while frozen he held his still-hom leather arms,
where he sat and puffed his piece
in worn payment of the piper.
Henry W. Haslach, Jr.
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In Winter

In winter, cloth lined nightly caves
Are thin, and sounds like sifting flakes
Insidiously drift in quiet waves.
Through grimy panes the smooth gears bite
And press refuse to stuff a vast maw,
And shovels shift the drifted light
To brown amorphous mounds that hide
The curb. Inside the clock clicks
Crescendo arming for the tide,
A wash of brackish summons. A shift
On springs, a groan, as tingling limbs
Push back the linty shroud and wake.

Patrick G. P
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The Seduction of Indian Joe
Mitchell Sloane, pink, blonde and vestigially bearded surveyed the
wreckage of his left great toe. There was a lot of blood but, he decided,
with extra care and a pronounced instinct for preservation he should be
able to remain intact until he reached the ruins and after that it didn't
matter. The stream in which he found himself sitting gurgled innocently
around protruding rocks but Mitchell could imagine upstream, just out
of sight, the festering carcass of some beast that would pollute the waters
with horrors and lead to his untimely end in a forgotten and unhallowed
jungle. And this unhappy reflection brought his mind back to the problem. The problem was not that Indian Joe was stinking and scrofulous
although indeed this was the case. These qualities could only be regarded
IS attributes. The problem rather lay in his posterior which caused him
1> much concern that he could only half concentrate on his driving.
Under most circumstances the loss of one half of Indian Joe's mind could
hardly be considered great but now, even when driving over the most
treacherous piece of mountain road, he would slide back and forth on
the corrugated iron washboard to relieve the dreadful itching in his
pants. The washboard had,. until several days ago, belonged to a ,peasant
woman who left it in a tub outside of her hut. But Indian Joe, generally
honest, had snatched it in a fit of demoniac itching and disappeared into
the jungle. Sanzo and Mitchell had found him late that night, half submerged in a pool with a bar of crude soap and the washboard, muttering
curses at a tropical moon, and attempting to scourge his tormenters.
"You got fleas," intoned Sanzo and the two of them had dragged a scowling Indian Joe back to the campsite.
Mitchell gingerly hauled himself out of the stream. About twelve
feet above him the truck and trailer leaned, like a tipsy buzzard, out into
space. That the rig was still on the road at all was certainly no fault of
Indian Joe. Sanzo peered over the edge of the ravine and called down
to him. "Hey kid, you 0. K.?"
"Yeah, yeah", replied Mitchell. "Throw down my bag; I've got to
iop this bleeding." Several seconds later the worn valise that he had
carried with him ever since leaving home came tumbling down.
He opened it and found a pair of levis, two filthy shirts, assorted
unidentifiable objects and a pink diaper that he had unwillingly stolen
from a farmhouse clothesline in Margeret Virginia. Actually he had been
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trying to steal a shirt when a fat farmgirl interrupted his plundering and
the three of them, Mitchell, the farm girl, and the clothes line had Bed
over the gently rolling Virginia hills. Later when the farmgirl had left
off the pursuit Mitchell had emerged from a clump of roadside bushes
and cunningly flagged down a passing pickup.
An old rancher, in steel rimmed glasses squinted at him through
the half rolled window. Mitchell had scratched his beard, squared his
shoulders and said in his most manly voice, "Hey Buddy can you give
me a ride into the next town?" The old man snorted contemptuously
and rattled away. It was then that Mitchell noticed the black lace bra
twisted around his waist. The immense cups, caught in the breeze,
fluttered like the Jolly Roger. He untwisted the clothes line and let it
fall into the dust thinking that life had lost all its romance. The only
article of clothing that he had bothered to keep was this diaper, for a
mad intimation had told him that he should carry this bit of America
like a wet flag on a stick into the steaming lands of ruined civilizatiODS.
With the diaper he bound up his foot and crawled back up to the
roadside. Indian Joe was sitting in the road with a sly smile on his face.
Sanzo mopped his fat face and said, "Mother of God, we ain't
make it. One more time and all this time, this plans, this effort.
to hell because this miserable peon gets an itch." He clasped his
in despair and Mitchell thought that he would go down on his knees
pray. Mitchell went over to the rig and examined it. Six noJlOescrq"'
cars ranging from seven to ten years in age were mounted on a
powered by a battered old pickup. It didn't seem too badly shook
and Mitchell thought that they still might make it, despite the
system, if only Indian Joe could keep driving. Something had to
done about Indian Joe.
Sanzo whined, "Where the hell is the top of this mountainP
musta missed it. Do you think we took a wrong turn?" Mitchell
"There weren't any turns, theres only one road." But he too WOIDda•
where the mountain would end. They had been going up and
days and each day the truck had pulled more slowly and Indian
driving had become more haphazard. If only they could reach the
they could coast to the city below. ·
It seemed incredible to Mitchell that Sanzo and Indian Joe had
able to get the heap from California all the way into the steaming
rain forests. But when he had met them they didn't have to
with the mountain roads.
Mitchell had decided to stop hitchhiking and spend a few
resting in a small town. It was a high country of volcanoes and
mosaic fronted cathedrals and at sun set when the peons returned
the fields the whole basin would resound with the sound of a
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fighting bells until it seemed as if the ground itself must rock and shake
and tilt.
In the middle of this noise Mitchell sat on an upended wooden
crate that someone had left alongside of a cathedral wall. His suitcase
was in front of him and on it he had spread a book of Poe. His mind
was crawling through ghoul haunted woods when an enormous foot
settled on the book and partially eliminated his hand. Mitchell moaned
softly and looked up into a misshapen and bestial face that hovered
above him. His mouth dropped open, his tongue fell out and he felt the
impulse to leap wildly for the cathedral entrance and seek refuge under
the altar cloth. He saw himself twelve, seven, three yards from the
door, hot breath from behind, and then dragged down in a melee of
growls snarls and grunts and then sweet, sweet oblivion.
He composed himself for this, his last leap and the great head
above him said. "You give me shine I give you dinero. Shoosies muchas
dirty, savvy?" ·
A pair of tremendous hairy hands swung an imaginary shoe cloth
back and forth against the blue backdrop of crazy sky. The hands suddenly stopped. "Hey kid, you an American?" Mitchell could only nod.
"Well how about that." The giant did a map caper in the air and since
he had not yet removed his foot from Mitchell's book it was demolished
in a cloud of flying paper.
"Sanzo". His roar drowned out the bells. "Saanzoo". Suspicious
faces began to appear at windows and doors. "Saaanzooo". Around the
comer flew a little man.
"Jesus God", he puffed. 'Whats the matter?"
"Look Sanzo, I found an American."
The giant grabbed Mitchell in a one handed embrace of brotherhood and dumped him into Sanzo's unwaiting arms.
"Ahhh," shrieked Sanzo peering wildly into Mitchell's bearded,
drooling, twitching face. "Get it away." He stepped back and frantically brushed at his clothes as if trying to eliminate all traces of
Mitchell.
"Lets have a beer," shouted the giant and dragged the other two off
to a cantina. The chance meeting of fellow-countrymen in a far off land
evoked a feeling of brotherhood among this little trio.
"I hate people, mostly Americans though," muttered Sanzo.
"The United States is the cultural void of the universe, the modicum
of mediocre mediocrity," pronounced Mitchell. Indian Joe didn't hate
any one. He worked for the Peace Corps ·and complacently urinated
against the wall while this conversation was in progress. When he
returned to his seat he announced to Mitchell, "I steal cars for the
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Peace Corps in order to underdevelop privileged nations." And nodded
astutely before wandering off to urinate again.
Sanzo whispered to Mitchell, "He don't really steal cars for the
Peace Corps, he just thinks he does. He steals cars for me and I steal
cars for the Peace Corps. I found him in a subway where he had
wander in and couldn't find no way out so he damn near starve to
death. He tell me he want to join the Peace Corps so he can marry
some broad back on his reservation, who won't marry him cause he
never done anything noble. And also he thinks if you in the Peace
Corps you get to drive a blue jeep. Which is why he didn't join the
army instead so I tell him I show him how to steal cars for undernourished nations and make him rich. The result of which is us running
these hot cars to the city to peddle them on the black market." Sanzo
settled back and smiled benevolently. "Somebodf got to watch out for
poor stray souls," he said.
Indian Joe returned and Sanzo borrowed some more money from
him to buy beer. Indian Joe said to Mitchell, "Why you don't come with
us. I got to drive and watch out for him at the same time. " He nodded
towards the counter where Sanzo stood. "He can't drive and he too
damned scared that the Fedarales gonna get him."
"O.K." said Mitchell. "But tell me why do they call you Indian
Joe?"
"They call me Indian Joe," said Indian Joe, "Because I'm Indian.
Joe also is my name. Where are you going to?"
"I," said Mitchell, "am going to the ruins to look for reality." So of
course both Sanzo and Indian Joe insisted that he come along.
It was soon after that Indian Joe developed his itch, and he began
to complain bitterly to Sanzo that the fault must lie in the pair of underwear that he had loaned Indian Joe. Joe's underwear it seemed had
been lost in a mad commuter shu:ffie during his stay in the subway. Now
he drove furiously, cursed and leaned ferociously on the hom whenever
they passed a blue jeep. Mitchell thought they were too conspicuous,
especially when passing a blue jeep and wanted to drive at night and
hide in the hills during the day. But as yet there were no hills and besides
they had no headlights.
It was at the border that the last big obstacle to their plans arose.
Actually no one was expecting a border and the flat burning desert
country gave no indication of human habitation. Sanzo was dozing,
slumped in between Mitchell and Indian Joe. It was Mitchell, staring
straight ahead, who first saw the half shimmering mirage materialize into
a custom station emblazoned with a red and white sign reading "Alto.·
As they approached a group of figures exploded from the building
waving their arms. Frantically Mitchell searched through the Spanish
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dictionary. Someone was blowing a whistle in a high piercing scream.
Sanzo awoke and began to blubber. Mitch found the page, the column,
the word, the word, the word.
'1t means stop", he yelled. The red and white sign meant stop. The
running figures meant stop. "Stop?" gasped Sanzo and tried to slide out
of sight. Everybody stop. "Federales", moaned Sanzo from under the
seat.
"Thats O.K. said Indian Joe, "we need gas anyway."
They slid to a stop. Sanzo clutched Mitch. "You take over," he
gibbered and then tried to stuff Indian Joe under the dash board. But
Indian Joe was too big to fit under the dash board and had already
greeted the scowling official. who stood looking over the rig. The official
glared at him "Hablo Espanol?" he demanded. "Gosh," said Joe.
"You got papers for cars," lisped the official.
"Papers?", said Joe with a look of puzzlement.
"O.K. O.K.." rasped the official. "You got whan North Americana
cigarette?" Joe didn't smoke. Sanzo reacted and began to spill out cartons of cigarettes throwing them to the gathering group of peons. A barefooted little boy picked up a single cigarette curiously, touched it to his
tongue and put it half way up his left nostril. He was carried, howling,
off to his mother. "God bless the little one," intoned Sanzo.
"You O.K." said the official, "You go right on through." The gates
were lifted and they sped through. Mitchell thought the official a
slovenly man, the type who would, unabashed, leave his fly open in
public. "I bet that sonofbitch leave his fly open in public," pronounced
Sanzo. "J esus Mary".
Indian Joe objected. "But he didn't have no pants on." Which was
certainly true. "People who don't got pants ain't people," observed
Sanzo.
Now that they were through the gate the mountains had begun.
As the days passed Indian Joe's itch became increasingly bad and so
fared his driving. It was on the fourth day from the border that they
felt the approach of the final stretch of upward road. The vegetation
of the jungle had given way to green and white lichens and strange
vines that hung from one boulder to another creating a network of confusion. From sunup Mitchell had thought that each bend in the road
must show the peak of the mountain and the downward road into the
city. The vision of fulfillment was in his mind. He thought of brooding
ageless monoliths of stone that would stand against the dark of the
coming storm. Fog was beginning to obscure the road. The air was
stagnant with an overhanging sense of antiquity and although they could
hear the wind coming off the mountains, nothing visible stirred. Then
Indian Joe gave a tremendous howl of pain and drove off the road.
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By the time Mitchell and Sanzo had recovered their wits Joe was out of
the truck, out of his pants and attacking his tormentors with an eight
foot stretch of gravel road.
Sanzo looked at Mitchell and said ''We got to do something about
this Indian. He gonna kill us pretty soon." Mitchell agreed, opened the
other door, stepped down out in the fog, and twelve feet down, sitting,
surveyed the wreckage of his left great toe.
Later he was putting his suitcase back in the truck when Indian Joe
screamed in frustration "Goddamn, I can't see anything." He was defying the laws of physical structure by trying to examine his injured member. Sanzo yelled, "Jesus Mary, why don't you shave and douse yourself
with gas. That'd get rid of them devils."
Indian Joe gave him a troubled look "Do you think that would
help?", he asked. Mitchell exchanged glances with Sanzo and took an
unused can of aerosol shaving cream out of his bag. He had been planning on using it himself when he completed his journey but now he
recognized a greater calling. Holding the can behind his back he began
to advance on Joe. Sanzo, who had taken an old straight razor from his
pocket, approached from another direction. They converged over Indian
Joe like two angles of death.
"Wait a minute," said Joe, who was still sitting on the ground with
his legs spread. "Maybe this ain't such a hot idea".
Sanzo said, "Joe, we gonna get rid of all them pests that giving
you such pain. You gonna be sweet as a nun in a bathtub." Mitchell
added "Were going to shave away that rough exterior and expose your
essence."
Indian Joe said doubtfully, '1 ain't so sure I want my essence
exposed." He started to struggle into his pants and Mitchell grabbed
one leg. The pants ripped in his hand. "Hey" yelled Indian Joe, "Those
are the only pants I got." Sanzo opened the razor and, grinning like a
death's head, approached. Indian Joe turned and fled up the mountain,
his shirt tail flapping wildly in the breeze.
"After him," screamed Sanzo.
"Forward," roared Mitchell.
"Sonsabitches," yelled Indian Joe and the echo floated back on the
wind. All three charged up the mountain side.
They would have surely never caught Indian Joe, who bounded over
the mountain top like a goat in heat before his pursuers could cover half
the distance.
But several seconds after disappearing over the ridge a series of
feminine screams could be heard and Indian Joe reappeared bounding
over the top at least twice as fast as he had vanished. Mitchell and Sanzo
grabbed him as he tore past them on the way to the truck. He stared
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wildly at them and his mouth worked violently without sound. Mitchell
unleashed the aerosol can and Indian Joe cackled and screeched. Sanzo
wielded the razor deftly and there in the wilds, amid the lichens and vines
with the fog and the wind covering the mountain they shaved the ass of
Indian Joe as clean and smooth as a baby's cheek. They had no water but
they used gasoline. Indian Joe howled vigorously.
Then the two of them, Sanzo and Mitchell, made their way up the
mountain and as they did the fog lifted, revealing below, stretched out in
the basin, a wonderful city all in ruins. And also a gleaming metropolis,
capital of an obscure Latin American state.
Looking down the mountainside they could see a group of retreating
picnicers. A trail of litter marked both their path and the speed with
which they were leaving the area. Something must have given them a
bad fright.
Arm in arm Sanzo and Mitchell walked back down toward the truck.
Indian Joe was examining himself with the mirror in the truck as they
arrived. "How in the hell am I gonna go back to my woman?", he
demanded, "She gonna laugh like hell if she sees this. Who got some
pants?"
Silently Mitchell undid the diaper that bound his foot. Indian Joe
looked at it glumly for a few moments, then wrapped it around his waist
and slowly the three exiles made their way back down the mountainside.
John Pearson
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Confirmation Class
On the morning of the last day I went deer hunting, I was awakened
by the sound of my father slamming the door to the bedroom, which he
and my mother shared, and striding down the hall to the kitchen. He
rattled the pans for a while before I heard my mother open the same door
and her gentler footsteps going to the kitchen, too. I didn't feel sleepy
and decided to get up, even though the clock by my bed said only 6:20
and wasn't due to go off for another hour. I rose to go to the bathroom,
but just before I got to the end of the hall I heard my mother and father
arguing in the kitchen. I had to stop and listen as I always did when I
knew I could not be seen. I could hear them pretty well, even though
they were in the kitchen, because they were shouting.
"I still say that that's no reason to be so rude to George and Mary,•
my mother said, "even if you don't like them. George was only joking:
"Well I don't have to sit in my own house and listen to your stupid
friends jag me off all evening. Why you like asinine people like that is
beyond me, but I suppose I can't help that. But I can throw them out if
I feel like it, and that's something you should have learned by now."
"But dear, just because you don't like them is no reason to actually
physically throw George out and -"
"Goddammit, that's exactly what I will do whether you like it or not.
I'm ten times the man that little worm will ever be and I'll be damned
if I'm going to take any crap from him."
"John, when are you going to grow up? Ever since the war-"
"What the hell do you know about war? You're almost as bad as
some of your goddamn friends at times. Jag me off a little more and I11
use a little 'physical' stuff on you, too."
I could hear my father come out of the kitchen and I ducked into the
bathroom before he could come around the corner and catch me. I started
to do my teeth a little too casually. I heard the door open behind me
but I didn't look up.
"Hey, what are you doing up so early?" he said.
"I couldn't sleep. I've got to go to church at eight anyway."
"You want to go hunting instead?"
"Gee, yeah. But I should go to confirmation class -"
"Come on. Do you want to go or not?"
"Okay," I grinned.
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He grinned back. "Good enough, Ace. Get some breakfast and we'll
go. It's pretty late already.
I followed him out the door and went into the kitchen. My mother
was sitting there having a cup of coffee. I got a bottle of milk and a glass
and sat down at the table opposite her. She didn't say anything.
"Could I have some eggs?" I said.
She looked at me and paused for a second. "All right," she said
"Just a minute."
She got up and started cooking the eggs. "Aren't you up a little early
for church?" she asked.
'Tm going hunting. With Dad."
"Now David, you know your confirmation class meets today ..."
"Aw, mother, I can skip it just once. Besides, the season's almost over
and I haven't even gotten one deer yet."
I shot two the first year I went hunting and and three last season.
I wanted to get one very badly, and I hadn't even seen one that year.
"Now David, I don't think that you should-"
"Come on, boy, hurry up!" bellowed my father from his room. 'We
haven't got all day!"
My mother gave me the eggs and sat down to finish her coffee. I ate
quickly and ran upstairs to _get dressed. I wore my father's old army shirt
over my sweater since it was pretty cold outside. I got it from him a year
before and it was one of my most treasured possessions. It still had all
the insignia on it. My favorite was the shoulder patch with a knife and
a bolt of lightning crossed on it. Dad had been in the commandos in
North Africa, and this was the emblem of his patrol. I used to ask him
very often about what he did during the war, but mother never let him
tell me any stories.
I went downstairs to get my gun and some shells. The gun was a
Remington .303 which Dad gave me for Christmas when I was eleven.
The barrel was still shiny after two years of use because I took very good
care of it. Dad had taught me how to keep it looking like new, and he
always said that a man who didn't know how to take care of a gun wasn't
worth a damn. I put some shells in the shirt pocket and went outside.
He was waiting for me by the back door. We set off for the lake.
We always went around to the other side of the lake where there is a
large meadow before the woods start. The deer used to come there quite
often in the winter. There was about eight inches of snow on the ground.
It was still crusty because it was cold, even for November. There wasn't
much light because some low, dirty clouds covered the rising sun. It was
awfully quiet as it always is on these winter Sundays, as though the world
were waiting for the regular weekday noise to start again. We walked
across the ice on the lake and on to the meadow. There weren't even any
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ice fishermen out. I guess it was too early.
We stopped to rest before we walked down to the best part of the
meadow. Dad lit a cigarette.
"How's school?" he asked after a while.
"Okay, I guess. Do you think we'll see any deer today?"
"Should. They'll come closer to the lake to feed during this cold
weather."
"Boy, this sure beats church."
"I guess it should. What do you do in that class anyway?"
'1 don't know. Just talk and stuff. You're supposed to decide whether
or not you're going to join the church or something." I looked at the lake.
"I wouldn't go except for mother."
Dad put out his cigarette in the snow and got up. We walked over
to the pine trees that grow down the shore. The rest of the trees were so
bare that the deer could see for a long way and you couldn't get close
enough for a good shot. We separated and went to our usual spots. Dad
turned toward the second-best spot without saying a word. He knew
I wanted a deer. I stood half hidden by some low branches where I could
see the path the deer usually took to the lake. Dad was on the other side
of the trail, but he couldn't see the bend in the trail where the deer first
appeared.
The few birds that still hung around during the winter started singing
again after we had been there for a few minutes. I listened for the sound
of deer footsteps.
Nothing appeared on the path. The trees around the lake looked
gaunt without their leaves. Through them I could see a summer cottage
on the other shore.
Nothing.
One ice fisherman came out on the lake. He went into the bay where
most of the fishing huts were and I saw the smoke from his stove drift
above the trees after a while. Mother used to say that we should go fishing instead of hunting because it was less dangerous. I used to worry that
she wouldn't let me go, but Dad always made her let me.
Still nothing.
I watched three crows fly from a nearby tree until they settled on the
opposite shore of the lake.
I nearly dropped my gun when I turned around and saw the buck
just standing at the tum in the path. He was looking the other way and
I had a clear shot, right for the heart. Slowly I raised my gun and just
above and behind his front leg, the most vulnerable spot, but I was so
nervous that I jerked the trigger. The gun slipped at the last moment
He fell to his knees and a little spot of blood appeared midway between
his legs, right above the stomach. As I ran toward him he tried to get to
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his feet. My father came out of the brush on the other side of the path
and saw the deer.
"What happened?" he yelled.
'1 gut-shot him!"
I stopped five feet from the deer and snapped the bolt closed on
another shell. I raised the gun to my shoulder to finish him.
"Wait!"
I froze with the gun pointing toward the deer's head. My father
moved around to face the animal and took out his skinning knife. He
walked carefully forward.
I lowered my gun. The deer started to breathe heavily and tried to
crawl away from Dad.
He lunged when he was about a foot from the buck's head. He
grabbed the antlers and twisted his head to the side like a bull-dogger
does. The deer's whole body rolled to match the movement of his head,
revealing the bloodstained patch of snow underneath him. He struggled
to get out of the strong grip, but my father already had his knife biting
deeper and deeper into the buck's throat. Again and again he struck and
the jugular vein suddenly spurted a gusher of blood. The buck shuddered once and died.
He stood up slowly. He was panting heavily and as he turned to face
me I could see the saliva around the comers of his mouth.
He did not speak until he had started breathing normally.
'Well, you got your deer."
I looked at the gun I held loosely in my right hand. I could hear
a rabbit running through the underbrush in a frantic effort to get away
from our noise.
"Do you want the whole thing or just the antlers?"
I opened my mouth to answer but no words came out. The pressure
at the back of my throat wouldn't let them.
"Come on, boy, you've seen dead deer before..."
The gun slid out of my hand and I turned, unable to watch his face,
let alone look at his eyes, and looked at the path back to the lake.

David Carrad
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The Vase
Astonished, we stood behind the rail,
Our fingers crossed in silent communion,
And we leaned closer to glimpse
A slight and mystic vase.
Its three, unsmoothed, earthen lobes,
Their bases confined within three sides,
In one throat
Were gently pushed together.
In a graceful curve swept
Down from the lip, the handle, a grip
We could not touch,
Touched the lower parts.
We wandered on and yet I wondered
What delicate hand in some antique land
Had shaped the vessel which then
We saw, encased in cold glass.
Now, much later, I wander again;
The museum echoes my steps for no one
To hear. My toe crosses
The dust where once we stood.
Sherman Warner
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The Fall of Captain Jack
High in his tower, the keeper of the clock, over the town, licked the
nib of his pen and spun out the first sentence of his book:
"All birds lay eggs. Otherwise, they would not be birds."
And then the hand and the paper shook in the darting air, in the
double thunder, in the beginning of the bells. The ink, like a crowblack
jelly in its horn, stuttered and lisped in blots across the page, and all the
pigeons, lazy as the sky, veiled and battered about his ears and were off
to the park, and then the stillness cracked.
A maddened wasp droned back and forth.
The cobwebs, like attic pennants, swung in musty arcs.
But below these, between a clap of his hands, Captain Jack whisked
the brown, ragged pages in a rustling bundle, lashed 'em up, and tossed
defiantly the whole kit & caboodle, lock, stock & barrel, alpha & omega,
Baptist & beluga, to the top shelf which with a mystic significance all its
own was captioned number 1.
He inserted his pen, a prodigous goose-quill, between his barnacle
teeth, and, muttering "Eeney mene tekel upharsin," flipped it boldly at
the wall, where it stuck with a quiver of ink; and he cast a pox, shook a
leg, darted looks, took a powder, cooked his goose and was off, spry as
a piper, elHy up the dancing stair into the tower.
Behind him, empty as a door, waited the giddy room whose twentyfour other such numbered shelves, all empty, shouted like hollow prophets.
The rafters, the shingles rang, and the whole kneeling steeple in
towering intensities reverberated, and up the squinting, raven stair shook
Captain Jack, into the thronging tongues of bronze, and the shining dome
of time.
He halted, on the bouncing steps, by a shuttered louver and peered,
his head inclined like a heron, through the slats to. the distant, faded
roofs of the town.
Over the roofs to Gotham, over the dull chimneys, aspiring with
smoke, drifted the dawn-shell, dispersing mist, and the houses with their
chimneys like masts rode at their misty chains, rocking in the loud wake
of the bells.
- And now the bells were over. Down the steps creaking like ganders'
necks, between the walls listening like moss, under the eaves where
walked no pigeons and below which strutted no people, while the currents of wind wrapped the dewy plumage of the cock on the vane, crept
Captain Jack, nobody's uncle.
·
He sniffed and smacked his wooden thigh with a spurt of dust, like
a man sneezing out of his pocket (a small man, and presumably one without a handkerchief), and stared at the other side of the sun.
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High in the cunning tower, windowless, dark as a clock, dark as a
shut book, Captain Jack thought of tossing a note out of the tower,
carried on the wind, which would say that a man might as well spend his
life on the other side of a boot. On the other side of the outside.
"Bcchhhl" he pneumatically intoned with singular velocity.
The pigeons rose, expectant (in the knowledge of the essential duality
of the actual world) of a report closely duplicating in most essential
aspects ( if not all ) the"Ncchahuol"
He bit the goose-quill out of the wall, sniggered, and spat, gird up
his verbals, cooked his leg, shook a powder and nooked a goose. He took
the book from the shelf on the fly (punctuated with the more disposable
overtures of friendship on the part of our byrd friends (and yet all in all
to a man who had nothing more the cymbal of indispensible affections) ,
gave his nib a jaunty spit and spun out the second sentence of his extensively planned fowlume:
"And if birds wasn't birds, I couldn't very well write about them,
could I?" ·
He slapped the book shut, belayed the bindings, and punched it into
the top shelf again, and by! it was high chime to hear the bells again:
so he went ouverture the sink (where on the moist porcelain rested the
small gland of limp soap) , reached rondeau the pipes, gavotte his umbrella and- proceeded expressly to the--door where he--handeled
the ... knob: bached up two steps (haydning the expectancy of all concerned) : proceeded again forward, but montiverdi fast, and just when
all prospects were exceeding leclair the first step schubert from under
him, and with hardly enough time to wagnerwhatvasthematter,clumpbumprumphumperdinck beethoven heels he was off vivaldi fast without
so much as a purcell of liverwurst to--without so much as a shock to
absorb him corelli down the stairs.
"An oath! An oath! My boredom for an oath!"
He landed on the sidewalk outside the church, rolling past the shrubs
into the midst of a circle of pleasant believers. He looked up at the
tower of the Congregational Church which, being the town's only and
oldest tower, was also its clock tower.
A face framed in a sombrero looked down at him from the sky.
"A wide, spreading, hopeful disposition is the best umbrella for this
vale of tears."
"Aye," Captain Jack returned with warmth, squinting into the solar
face of Celia Bellerophon, who over one eye wore a (patch as black as a
tonka bean) and a (derby of somewhat dented plumage). She was a
woman of compulsive dimensions who had written the entire Bible, in
Greek, on the head of a pin.
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Deftly she removed him of his umbrella.
"My name is Celia Bellerophon. Perhaps some day you'll drop in."
She snapped him over the head, once, turned, fluttered, popped like
a blown umbrella, and was off down the zephyr street.
And yet he heard the sirens, and their song.
"Pardon me. Aren't you Mr. Bunge?"
'1ndeed am I ma'm why," he said with a thumb to his cap, "and might
you with help I what?"
"0, I thought I relegated you! Your picture on the back of the
cookery book? The flyjacket of the fowlcookery book? It's just (you
wont' tell my husband) fascistnating, and my name is Mrs. Manta Snodbuck, and our woman's club ..."
"And book might that be which, ma'm?" said (he, that gayded
Lothario, trimming the wild wicks of his nostrils).
The book was withdrawn from within her tiger muff.
"Our Bird Friends?"
Now she was chasing him.
Mrs. Manta Snodbuck, puffing, took a reef in her girdle to speed the
pursuit.
"How can you be our bird friends if you cook 'em? Now, I'd call that
fowl play! Now, now, that picture was my twin sister, Jill! Wow! Wow!
Whoa! Here flounces another sauce-pan." Rolling in a smart shrewd ball,
he took a Hobson's turn, tripped, bounced, undid, dunced and bounced,
sprawled, popped, poppycocked, bugled and bounced, and found himself (before he knew up from down) in a small brown shop of small
brown dimensions.
Small brown shadows were cast by small brown candles wavering
in the gloom, illuminating the brown sofas offering no comfort against
the small wall. From a small (brown) back room rolled a (large) brown
woman and gave him the dunce-over.
Unconsciously, behind his back, Captain Jack's hands gophered the
holes and nooks of the wall. He turned to behold what his hands had
beheld. A large shelf piling forth with a plainly wrapped paper packages
he faced. Innumerable brown innocent wrappings he beheld.
A nest of small brown honest packages. Brown, plainly wrapped
packages of a true and honest squint of the eye. Honest paper wrapped
them, the packages that were brown. And by brown paper in turn and in
no wise separately were they wrapped, the honest packages. By packages
there was brown paper having been wrapped, paper wrapping, but
plainly there was no brown paper about to be wrapped.
Nothing on the packages readable was written, nor, indeed, in the
whole shop, except the glance of the brown woman wrapped in large
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pappages, which Captain Jack all too readily read and redundantly rendered in unending repetendings.
"Nothing; I'm looking really just."
''I'm afraid, sir, that you can't look until you've bought the material,
you see, sir."
"Oh. Then just let me run about the comer and change some get,:
well."
The doorbell behind him shook like a matron and tittered. He stood
in the midst of the bright morning street. His gizzard dropped.
His eyes scanned the clouds and rested on the outline of the tower
above the sea and against the sky.
He thought of James Bothwell, who is 1562 had fled from Scotland
to escape persecution for conspiracy against the queen, but who had
returned.
His briny fist turned the knob and he closed the door behind him in
the echoing stillness. He threaded his way up the flights of the tower.
In his cell he took his book from the shelf and opened to the first
chapter. He put his hand to the words of wax and felt the course of
time spin and gather as he made a fist.
After defeat, men are susceptible to great things. Defeat and defeat
alone entitles men to inherit destiny. Because of this, anarchy will never
rise out of defeat. Because of this, there are no victors and no vanquished
after great wars have passed. There are only brothers. And the because
of this is that it has nothing to do with the tale. And the tale has nothing
to do with this. But there is a because to this nothing. The because to
this nothing is everything. And in like wise this may have nothing to do
with anything else. Because it has nothing to do with anything else it has
everything to do with everything else. Because in all things there is relation.
Under his defeated spine, high in the tower, Captain Jack closed his
eyes, fountains and caverns played in the dark Adams of their streams;
moons spun in the eyes of fishes, and from the eaves of earthless caves
glittered the drops of winter rivers and passed with prints of stone.
II
Silently, secretly, George F. Burba, author of Our Bird Friends, swallowed the last of his chewing tobacco and descended the last of the steps
into the soft, dim basin of darkness. Behind him he closed the most
beautiful word of the cellar door and, after that, all words and all doors.
From crumbling, moist statues, and the small glands of darkness, from
wet, deserted grocery bags, streamed an oppressive vaporous incense that
ravished his nostrils. He stabbed his hands into his pockets and leaned
far;far back.
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His owlish cheeks puffffed with words. "Those that lives in towers
shouldn't bum bridges. Ben Gunn. Just begun."
In demented steps his shoes conquered toadstools as he walked over
to the corner of the cellar where, heaped in the placid blackness, were the
dissolving deceasings of his generations, and his deaths, and his heirs.
Mold, like a light mist, covered the seeping walls.
"The devil's an angel left to himself."
His hand darted among the crucified wasps of last year's summer
and the hollow husks of moths and he found the hasp of the trunk and
thrust it open.
In fevers once inside, he seized the gown from the clinging tatter of
ribbons and webs, and held it to the livid air, among the white breath of
the sighing toadstools in the cellar, like Perseus with the Gorgon's head.
In the sable chamber before the mirror, the gown rose and quivered
over his shoulders, while he intoned:
"Doting from this age of men in masks,
He stumbles on the stage! An oracle?
A fiend? Wherefore the painted stage, he asks!"
In daedal cunning now the great Kean (Aye! The greatest of them
all!) affixed false eyebrows, now prepared his lines, now gazed into the
glass, now into the darkness. Now George F. Burba, whose wife had gone
mad while he stuffed lizards in the closet, in a somber amble crossed the
cellar Hoor and handled the remarkable knob of the cellar door and
walked up the stairs with closet eyes and thence into the shocking light
of his study.
"The very feast of Glaucus and the molded fern."
He strode into his sherry-shadowed study and gently, savagely,
picked up from the desk a pair of dark glasses. By his desk, next to the
footlights, sat a large, portable birdblind. He entered it.

III
Foul and fair, the wind wrapped the forenoon town, and t!':.a swathed
steeple strode through mist. And among the nests of the steeple depended the bells, and among the bells depended the nests, so that Captain
Jack, as he woke to them, could never really tell whether it was the bells
flying away over the high roofs of the town, or whether, among the dark
winds, it was the birds, ringing. And the bells squatted in domes of
silence among the quivering cooes of doves as Captain Jack, over a tub
of bold bubbles, thumped and hummed and bugled.
"It must be," he muttered as he dabbed the limp lather on his shirt
from his palm and tested the razor with a cautious chin, "eggs is the mark
of birds. Otherwise they wouldn't be hom. But how about snakes?"
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Captain Jack spotted a lean green reptile slither into the briar of
shadows.
"Take that, ya scurvy scum! Davy's Locker with ya tal"
He plumbed the pneumatic ocean in the sink, and his fingers graciously closed about the small gland of limp soap, which he hurled into
his drawers and slammed 'em shut. Then he spat in the tub of suds and,
humming, began to shave his shirt.
For today going to see Mistress Fair I'm
What a pearl, what a pearl,
And haven't a care, a care I
In the world.
Just then there was a knock at the
( "Gadzooks!" he muttered, hastily applying his razor to the remain·
ing suds, "a knock at the
(bending hastily to unbuckle reluctantly the replete regalia of
repagula, stamps and knobs and bombs of the
(thrusting it and his mouth wideopen and shouting
door! door!") door.)
At which without hesitation Mistress Fair herself leaned forward,
whispering, "Cellar door.
Captain Jack shut the door as quick as a biscuit. Behind it there
were as many visions as he saw faces.
He bent his ear to the keyhole and called, 'Tm not in. Captain Jack
Daffodil!, 0 thee, art not in, 0 vituperous knocker at my portal door!•
The door spoke in the voice of Celia Bellerophon. "There isn't any·
one in town who knows who Captain Jack is. There isn't a soul who
knows where he lives. So you must be him."
Shaken by this divulgate, Captain Jack dropped his gizzard; he
swallowed his spleen, words, liver, lungs and esophagus and other essential
dispensibles and jumped into the top shelf as brisk as a parrot, and thea
under his desk, and then into the shallows of the vade of death, and
thence out of the question.
· He cleaned, leaning over the sink, his razor on his cuff, and closed
the razor and put on his pea-jacket inside-out. He wore it inside-out
because every morning he wiped his razor on his cuff--and he, a maa
indisposed to public display--it was too much to ask. Well, he had ODly
one shirt, and he kept it clean the best way he knew how.
He tugged on his rubber boots, too big because he had bought them
as a boy and had not grown as big as he expected, and a captain's hat,
too small because he had bought it as a boy, and that was before he had
never been a captain.
He creaked across the floor as delicately as a dustmouse. It was DOt,
as might he excepted, common knowledge that he was a quackpot
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"Knows I'm here who? No- not even the milkman (for I have
eaten, and digested, all the glass bottles). The hat on the milkman's horse,
for which I used the glass bottles as chaser? Celia Snodbuck? Not even
Mistress Fair ... not even Cap'n Flint (though there was a slight possibility of his parrot).
He put his nose to the door from which proceeded the most wombanly of mutterings in the least of all sensible words: "All men listen to
my words. Otherwise, they would not be men."
With defeated fingers he turned the fuse of the nervous knob, it
ceased hissing, the trap door swung open.
Demurely turned from him was a face that would have shocked a
mooncalf.
''You come in won't? I've been come expecting do you in please.
Ahoy! A matter of delectable dimensions come I've on for a certain one
of which I have made the acquaintance whom." He tripped over a binnacle. "Otherwise!"
The most impossible he propped her finger on the bridge of her
dark glasses and slid them onto the ridge of her magpie nose.
"I hear you've been molesting our bird friends, Captain," quietly,
calmly began the rather-more-than-not impossible she.
Captain Jack smiled bashfully, and thought of his only pet, a
toxiphobic pleasant frightened of biscuits. And he thought about his lady
caller. Wonder if.
'Tm here on business."
''Yes ma'm. Thats hoping I was just what.
"01 Demented Hottentot! She blew (strongly, loudly) her not impossible nose. "Dirty old albatross."
"My prolegomenas, ma'm."
"Do you take nothing seriously?"
"Only I can't with me take what," he said, chuckling idly.
"And I suppose it means nothing to you, that she who you have
waited so long to see has finally come--yes, even Mistress Fowl?"
"What's in a name?" he replied after a pause.
Fair or foul she sat. Fere or fowl she eyed him from beneath the
placid blank of dark glasses. Fire or fere she crossed yardstick ankles,
warmly adjusting herself. She roosted in the tower, the fomm of a
mockery.
"Fair is foul and Fowl is Fair, Captain," she warmly warbled.
Captain Jack's wrists chafed uneasily against the cuffs of his stolen
postman's suit.
''You're a naval officer, a rational man, that's easy to see by the cup
f your jig. I like a man in uniform."
"Cut of the jib. Otherwise!!'
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"Molest no more the innocent dove," she highly intoned. ''Plunder
no more the gracious crow. Birds are the friends of man. And ... of
woman. Your friends. And mine. 0u1' bird friends. Is it true you lock
them in this tower, dreadful keeper?"
"Live here they. Of, maybe few a plucked I've quills, course, but few
only a; feathers wherewith when they no fly more can write to their
flying."
"Venerable aviatrix! Quit, 0 quit this tower. Fly away with me!
Mistress Fowl will give you wings; Mistress Fowl will fly with you away
from this tower of wretched stone!"
"Otherwise," he whispered into his sleeve.
"By Lake Lamere. The birdblind at four o'clock," whispered the not
impossible she.
The heavy effigy of drapery rose to go. "Don't bother with the door;
she was saying. 'Til get it."
Captain Jack half-listened. He looked half after her. Her bottom
half was being half shut in the half door, when he half-called "Icalloffd·
djak! Ock! Ack!"
Blazingly she confronted him.
"Nothing ... one thing that's been there's me bothering but."
"Yes?"
"Its . .. about birds."
"Yes? Haste makes waste."
"Well ... what is it about birds?"
"If birds weren't birds, they wouldn't . be birds, would they?" Her
eyes snapped.
The door clicked as Captain Jack stumbled to the top shelf.
As he descended the stair, primly, dimly, as George F. Burba slid a
sly pin beneath the lace of his gown and with a quafHed explosion deflated
both breasts.
And Captain Jack swooned in the fugues of his tower; a great waxeD
mold slipped and loosened from his heart; he longed to fall.
Some whiles later, a man in an otherwise very clean white shirt Wll
reported faring out to sea.
IV
A light wind blew along the shores of Lake Lamere, along the Ions
and listless shores of Lake Lamere.
At some minutes before four o'clock, wearing dark glasses, George F.
Burba swallowed the last of his chewing tobacco and entered a largt,
portable birdblind.
He waited there.
George F.
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